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Travelers from the US can now visit Abu Dhabi and Dubai without
needing to quarantine on arrival. With the inclusion of the US on
Abu Dhabi’s “Green List,” Americans traveling to Abu Dhabi or
Dubai are required to take a COVID-19 PCR test before they depart
for the UAE, and again when they arrive. As part of the UAE’s safe
reopening, Abu Dhabi will further loosen restrictions on July 1,
ending mandatory quarantine protocols for most other international
travelers. Learn more about visiting Abu Dhabi and Dubai.
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@uaeclimateenvoy
In a @RANDCorporation roundtable discussion with
@MelissaFinucane, Abbie Tingstad and @bl_preston,
@HanaAlhashimi highlighted #climatecooperation and
#sustainability initiatives in the #UAE. #UAEforClimate

@Forbes_MENA_
The #UAE government announced that foreign direct investment
into the country increased by 44.2% to $19.88 billion in 2020
compared to the previous year, despite the impact of #COVID19
and low #oilprices on regional #economies.
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@SarahAmiri1
I had the honour and pleasure of being on a panel
with @RaniaAlMashat and Sheikha Deena Al-Khalifa at the launch
of the Women Tech Founders Program, which was organized by
@womentechmakers, Google and Bureau of Economic and Business
Affaires. #LoopHerIn #WomenInTech

During the panel, we discussed the challenges and opportunities for
women in tech and how governments can support women’s tech
entrepreneurship.

@glblctzn
Vax Live: We Can End COVID-19 by Working Together
 
These world leaders are right: we are stronger when we work
together — and we're all more alike than we might think! Thanks to
the cooperation and compassion of world leaders and Global
Citizens like you, we're getting closer to ending this pandemic once
and for all. #VaxLive

This Month in History
In May 2015, Cleveland Clinic Abu Dhabi opened its doors to
patients in all units, bringing extraordinary medical treatment and
innovation to the region. The world-class, multispecialty facility
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offers a range of cutting-edge medical and surgical services,
including institutes focused on heart and vascular, neurology,
ophthalmology, gastroenterology and respiratory, improving the
quality of care that patients receive in the UAE and throughout the
Middle East.
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